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A HIERARCHICAL DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM TO DISTRIBUTION
NETWORJ< DESIGN: POLAROID CASE STUDY

Çağatoy İris] , Mehnıeı Tanyaş2

Abstract 
- 

Design and peıformance aııalysis of loğslics systems have aıı iıcreasiııg imporlance nowadays,
regardiııg eficieııcy studies aııd competitiyeness throughout the [|orld. For this reasoıı, lhere are several
papers on lhe aııalysis of loğstics systems. Also, distribuiioıı network desigı,ı as one of the most imp.rlaııl
componenl of supply chqiııs is widely iııvcıstigated. aı the other haııd, design of distribution flehıork:| is a
yery complicated and hardly modeled process which also considers a number of dffirent perforır ance
meqsures, This paper describes a hiercırchical decision support system to distributioıl network design
problem. The proposed DSS (Decision Supporl System) takes not only the quantjlatiye but also İhe qualiialiye
faclors iılto accounL The DSS firslly constructs cost oplimum ııetwork by usiılg q mqthematiccıl model, afier
ıhaİ; A multicriteria decisioıı makiııg lechnique is applied to find the most desired network accordi,ıg to
qualilatiye foclors. The proposed DSS is applied to a well-knoıııı case siudy.- "Polarcıid., Eurııpean
Dislributioıı System", afler \hat lhe eficieııcy c.ıf the procedure andfuture studies cıre discussed.

Kelwords Distribulion Nerwork Design, Decision Support Syslems, Muhicrileria decisioııs makiııg

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, compaıies are continuously looking for the ways to improve their performance aıd stay
competitive in theiı maıkets Il]. The impact of global competition has forced all ofthe contributing paıtners
in the supply chain to collaboıate with each other and to do so, planning of activities become very vital f()r the
whole supply chain network. In this respect, companies themselves can't focus on a pre-determined point that
includes company's aspect on a major problem. Planning activities in the supply chain have been divided into
tkee main categories [2]. These categories are related to the impact of given decision. Reference [2] has
categoıized these plarıning activities as Long, Mediuın and Short term decisions. The major topic ofthis paper
(distribution nefwork design problem) is listed as a medium term planning activity which has a very important
effect on the efficiency and competitiveness of the supply chain. The model in paper is intended to take
tactical decisions for designing distribution networks, or more specifically, for designing the flow of proJucts
from the manufacturing plants to the customefs. Distribution network design is a high]y comp)ex prcblem
containing not ol]ly the quantitative but also the qualitative factors in its natule. Before trying to form the flow
ofthe algoıithm, it is necessary to review the fundamentals ofdistribution network design problem.

Distribution networks are helpful to show relations in berween the supply chain partners. The lelatiorüs aıe
mostly reflected by arcs aıd the components of the chain by nodes. The arcs which illustrate flow within the
chain depends on demand and supply with lespect to capacity. Distfibution nelwork design iooks ;t the
strategies finalized to efficient distribution ofthe products at the lowest costs. on the other haıd, focusinlgjust
on the cost aspect might cause a loweı service level which may cause unpredictable lesults like loss of good
will. Fenetti et. al [4] has established six fundamental decisions in distribution network design. These mııy be
listed as:

How many different levels should be studied? (Production facility, Distlibutors, WhoIesalers etc.)

How many main Hubs should be planned?

How many Distribution Centers should be planned?

where should Dcs be located?

Which group ofcustomers should be served by each DC?

Which transportation method should be used?t
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In addition to üese decisions, sorne other major questions can be added to the list. For example;

centfalization or decentralization decisions, inventory holding places, distıibution frequency, and assignment

of customers to proper warehouses. The main factors influencing distribution network design can be divided

into two groups: [3]

customer service infl uence

cost minimization iıfl uence

Cost minimization influence can easily be reflected in the mathematical model, while customer service
influence is a hardly modeled factor. Cost minimization parameter includes transportation cost, inventory
holding cost, fixed aıd variable cost ofplant rental, haıdling cost within the chain, personıel hire/fire cost.

LITERATURE RE\TEW
The design of a distribution netwoık can be quite broad; marıy different decisions have to be taken when

plarıning the supply chain. While this paper is intended to select the most compromising distribution

assignments to supply the customers' demands, many researchers have considered other aspects in the

distribution network design process.

one of the most familiar researches in literature to ouls was published by Cintron et. al. in 2010.]n this
papeı, a multicritelia mathematical model for designing distribution network of a consuTler goods company
was formed and aı optimum solution to network design problem was proposed [1]. Model objectives included
ma_ximizing profit, minimizing lead time, maximize power, maximize credit performance and maximize
distributors' reputation. The model proposed an optimal arrangement of customers and distributors in the

supply chain network. A case study was used to show the feasibility of the model. This application used real

data. Another application formed with real data on network design was published by Afshari et. al in 2010. In

that paper an approach to apply inventory decisions in distibution nelwork location problem is presented [9].

The contribution was 1o minimize total establishment, transportation and inventory costs in a multi-
commodity single-peıiod distribution system and was supported by a case study.

Distribution netwolk design problem is highly studied with pıoduction network decisions as well. Jaıg et.

al in 2002 proposed a combined model of network design for production/distribution plaıning in a supply
network it is based on a mathematical model, so quantitative facts are reflected in the solution space[6]. Also,
Ding et. al. in 2009 addressed the design of pıoduction-distribution network including boü supply chain
configuration and related operational decisions such as order splitting, transportation allocation and inventory

control. [10]

What is more, demand stochasticity is a very common search area in network design. It was invastigated
by Fenetti et. al in 2005 [4]. Distribution network design under uncertain demand was analyzed aıd it was

foı:rıd out that network performance is totally sensitive to changes in lead time and demand variations.
Network performance parameters were also deeply analyzed. These performance criterias may be listed as

sustainability, robustness, stability, smoothıess etc. Neto et. al [l1] published the paper on desigrring and

evaluating sustainable logistics networb in this paper, the effect and meaıing of sustainability in network

design was discussed. And they reviewed the main family of activities influencing the environment and costs

in logistic network, namely: transportation, manufacturing, product use, testing and end-of-use altematives.

Mo and Harrison [7] invastigated robustness in network design and lelated performance measues. It was

found out that, fluctuations in input factors for network design affects üe performance of network adversely.

So, different kinds of precautions were taken to reduce ıisk in the supply chain. Finally, stabili§ in network

design and related peıformance criterias are listed by Synder in 2005 [8]. The proposed fiamework was built
on the fact that lower cost flucfuations results in more stable network. So, with a prior aim of lowering number

of warehouses, it was formed as a solution to given situation. The routing problem is not taken into

consideration in this paper since it is considered an operational decisions pıoblem that can be solved using the

results obtained from this paper. Ag},ıezzaf et. al. (2006) [12] studied the inventory routing problem with a



Dynamic planning horizon, determines the distribution plan that minimizes fleet operating costs and avi)rage
distribution and inventory holding costs without causing a stock-out at any ofthe sales-points.

HIERARCHICAL AJ-GORITHM TO DISTRIBUTION NETWORK DESIGN
In this pape1 we have presented a hielarchical decision support system to distribution design network

problem. The reason why it is called as hierarchical is the information flow between phases ofthe algorjthm.
The DSS is based on determining aıalYical input arıd performance palameters, and deciding which altemative
to opt among different network design alternatives. The proposed DSS (Decision Support System) take; not
only the quantitative but also the qualitative factors into account. The DSS fiıstly constructs cost optiıum
network by using a mathematical model, after that; A multi criteria decision making technique is appli:d to
find the most desired network according to qualitative factors. The phases ofalgorithm are listed as:

problem Definition

The detailed analysis of current distribution netwolk is applied in üis section. The input parametelli that
can be modeled are determined and estimations of each are made. ]n addition to that, the mathematical nıodel
outputs aIe listed as solutions to distribution network design problem. This helps to determine the scolıe of
mathematical model. And, the listing of qualitative paIameters that will be invastigated in Multicriteria
decision making phase may be formed easily.

The characteıistics of input parametels vary with different papers. Some of them include stochastic nature
ofinputs whiIe others include fuzzy input parameters for models. The complexity of mathematical model and
the nafure of input palameters are helpful to determine the scope of invastigated problem. Problem defir ition
phase has the fallowing questions to answer:

Which ofthe input palameters can be reflected in üe mathematical model? (Rest is qualitative factors)

What are the input parameters aı,ıd estimation ofvalues of each (Stochasticity, 11zziness, exact values'ü

Which output parameters are calculated by solving mathematical mode] (Scope of mathematical modt:l)

Forming Mathematical Model

The mathematical model of invastigated network can be formed with the information gathered in problem
definition phase. The model may be constructed as a minimization or maximization problem. If it is a
ııinimization problem, the objective function can be ııinimization of cost or risk. The constlaints or the
proposed model depend on the original netwolk structure and special fıamework ofthe given problem. oae of
the most known papers is writlen by Jaıg et. al (2005). The objective function in that paper was combination
of tansportation, inventory holding, warehouse operation, staff hire/fire cost, while constlaints formtld as
demand satisfaction, warehouse capacity, transportation capacity, production capacity and netu,iork
constraints. The output palameters of matheünatical model can't be applied in the real world, because nıodel
just reflects quantitative factoıs. So, alternative solution space should be widened after the modeIing phas,:.

Alternative solutions

In this phase, new alternative solutions should be added to solution space. Solution space shoultl not
include infeasible solutions, but should consider pros and cons of mathematical model aıd satisff qualitative
factors. The proposed solution space is input for Multicriteria decision making phase. The solutiı.ırı space
should contain mathematical model output and Various different hybrid alternative solutions (3'd party Iogistics
altemative, centralization, decentraliation, hybrid approaches etc.)

Multicriteria Decision Making Application

The altematives determined in previous phase are inputs for this phase. Decision factors that cannr]t be
reflected in mathematical model are added to Multicriteria decision making procedure. So, cost is jıst a
decision factor with a pre-determined rate to be used in decision making. Most of the papers published in this
issue accept stability aıd lobustness as a critical factor. The weights of each factor are determined with
decision maker. Another important decision is the selection of multicriteıia decision making techrıique. \4ost
of papers use discfete optimization techniques. The resuit of this phase is decision to be applieü1 by
considering both qualitative and quantitative factoıs. Detailed implementation of network decisions is next
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step of üe given algorithm. The scope of mathematical model would give information about which design

parameters to be decided.

Result Analysis

The assessment of decision taken in previous step is made in this phase. What is more, detailed decisions

such as trarüsportation mode selection, customer assignment to DCs, routing in distribution netwolk aie taten

and implementation is monitored by decision makers. The proposed algorithm has a hierarchical Structure,

because every decision taken in one phase is an input for another phase. The algoıithm selects most

compromising solution among a number of altematives. It is accepted as a compromising solution, because

there afe so many goals aıd criterions within the decision problem.

CASE STUDY: "Polaroid: European Distribution System"

The proposed algorithm is applied to a well-known distribution network design problem called Polaroid. It

wus firsİpu6ıished by Harvard Business School in 1995 t5]. Polaroid Company is a global photographic film

and equipment producer which is headquartered in Cambıidge, Massachusetts. The company marketed a wide

variety o} instant photographic products to consumers and commercial customers around the World. Products

have teen categoİized mainly as amateur aıd industrial products. Amateur ploducts approximately have a

price raıge of s5O to $200, while industrial films are retailed at about $ 1 . Polaroid operations in Europe has

u""o*t"d for a quarter ofcompany sales. ln Europe, company was organized into twelve national subsidiaries

eaçh headed by a General Manager. Each subsidiary has its own management board. And, Polaroid's largest

subsidiaries wİre in Fraııce, Germany, Italy and UK which together accounted for aı estimated %70-80 of
European sales.

polaroid production facilities were located in United States, Scotland and the Nethellands. Factory in

Scotland mostly produced consu-rrel cameras and industrial films. The factory in Enschede, Netherlands,

operated as subcomponent producer. Most of types of cameras and films were produced in US factory. Each

component and product was supplied from a pre-determined facili§. Each Europearı subsidiary had been

operating a separate waıehouse to serve its national market. What is more, two of facilities (Scotland,

Enschedİ) had its warehouse adjacent to factories. The site at Enschede also known as IDSC served as a

distribution center for import and export products. Products coming from USA and Scotlarıd were first
ıırıloaded to IDSC, and then transported to proper subsidiaries within a predetermined time interval. The

frequency of supplies might chaıge with demand changes. Products ı.ııloaded in IDSC were sent to national

s"bİidiaries *-İhou.., and the national subsidiaries warehouses broke the bulk, and then picked and packed

products for customer specific orders. The subsidiaries then arranged products to be shipped via indePendent

carriers (3'd party logistics provider) to customer locations.

Each Europearı Market had a different characteristic of demand. In TABLE l, shipment pefcentage flom

IDSC to each national market is presented. Germany, Fraıce, Italy and UK shipments constitute 0/068 pelcent

of total freights. So, these maıkets should be deeply invastigated.

TABLE 1

Destination ofFreights fiom IDSC to European Subsidiaries (%)

Countrie
s

Ger Ita. Fra. t,K Spa Nth.
Swdn

Bel. Swtz
Aus Dnk

Rate (%) l5 lt) l5 1,4 10 4 J 3 3 1

French maıket: Polaroid consumer products were distributed tfuough thıee main channels: 1.) special§
photograph dealers that accounted for oZ70 of sales. Dealers did not have any warehouses so each of them

İemands shipments to individual retail establishments. 2.) Hypermarkets that accounted for %20 of Polaroid

sales. Hypermaıkets had a number of consolidation centers. So, the number of shipments from national

warehousİs to consolidation center is low, but the aınount to be shipped is very large. 3.) Wholesaler with

huge waıehouses that constituted o/o10 ofsales.
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The German subsidiary was the largest of European market. The biggest portion of market with a Yo60
percent of sales was huge hypermarkets. Hypenıarkets had so many consolidation centels so direct ship nent
to customers could be applied from IDSC to related warehouses. What is more, wholesalers constituted %15
of Germaı sales. The remaining %25 percent varied among different a]ternatives. So, 0/o75 of German mırrket
is proper for difect distribution, but Gelman customers are well known for theif punctual characteristics. This
characteristic may cause troubIe in direct distribution.

In Italy, Polaroid consumer products were distributed through Dealers (%50 of ]talian sales), wholesalers
(o/"40 of sales), and hypermarkets (% 10 of Italian sales). ltalian Customers were known for their lazy
characteristics. HaIfoftotal customers in Italy were dealers, so each of üem demands shipments to individual
retail establishments. One of the biggest problems in ltaly was the dangel of product thefts in warehouse
region.

In UK subsidiary, o/o45 of products was distributed through wholesalers. Polaroid directly sewiced large
national accounts with a rate of %20 percent. The remaining %35 was dealers. British national accounts were
considered to be extremely demanding in service requirements such as packages, sizes, ploduct safety etc,

Polaroid first started its continuous improvement process in USA. Inventory centralization was appli:d as
a solution to high inventory holding costs. It was very convenient to implement such decisions in USA
because most of the American customers were ordering just for one time in a month. After this proc(jss, a
similar impıovement strategy was implemented in Euro zone. To do that, a number of cost palametel was
collected. Comparison tabIes for direct distribution aıd cuffent situation are listed below. The curfent sifuation
altemative represents keeping each national subsidiaries waıehouse open, while plaıning altemative rei'lects
direct distribution from IDSC to customels without aıy subsidiaries warehouses. TABLE 2, 3, 4 and 5 gave
information about cost paıameters before and after djrect distlibution application.

TABLE 2

Planned Staffing (number) and Costs of Shipping Staff(S in 000s)

TABLE 3

Current Inventory Values by Subsidiaries ($ in milIions)

OInternational Logistics and Supply Chain Congress 2010
November ,{-5, 2010, Istanbul, TURI(YE

countries Aus. Bel Dan Fra Ger Ita. Nth. Nor. Spn. Swz. Swdn. UK.
Current

personnel 6 0 5 ) 5 13 l3 9 l 1 5 4 5

current cost $19l 22 161 273 47 68 149 l96 321 255
Planned

Personıel (After
D.D)

n§ 0,5 1 l 1 0,5 0,5 0.5 0,5 l

planned cost
(After Direct

D.)
$l6 22 23 41 17 30 33 25 33 l3

Countrie
s

Aus.
Bel

Dan. Fra. Ger Ita Nth Nor
Spn.

Swz Swd
n

Current
]nventor

y
$1,39 0 0,84 0 6.21 1,53 6,28 0,7 1,71 l ], 2,93

307

10

529 617

0,5 0,5

23 l5

UK.
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countries Rental Aus. Bel Nth Fra. Nor. Spn. Swz. Owned Ger. ita

Current
Rental
Cost

189 17 120 l062 85 258 l40 400

Planıed
Savings

$30 0 300 0 25 7,7 40 120 l50 150 l00

TABLE 4

Estimated Anıual Renting Savings ($ in 000s)

TABLE 5

cunent and plarıned values ofperformance Factors

Before Direct
Distribution

France Germany tlK Italy
After Direct
Distribution

France tJK Italy

Order Fi[l Rate 97% 92 9z 76
,ğ

o.

95% 95 94 88

Line Fill Rate 91% 69 75 5l 9\Yo 8l ,/7 62

Before planning operational aspect of direct distlibution, aıalysis of backorder reasons was made-

According to the initial leports, most of backorders took place wiü product availability within Europe but

located in the wrong place. For this reason, it was allowed to transfer products between different subsidiaries.
what is more, artotheı coıe ıeason of backorders was considered to be 3'd party logistics compaıy allowance.
For this reason, each subsidiary conducted its own way of transportation to customers. Implementation of
direct distribution from IDSC required initial investments such as new packaging line implementation, new
conveyor systems implementation, area erılargement etc. Although, direct distribution seems to be feasible,

there are some doubts in maıagers' ıninds. These rvere strikes due to layoffs in warehouses, loss of fleibili§,
and loss of market share. After analyzing current situation, manageıs decided to rebuild distribution network.

So in this respect, decisions on waıehouse locations, distribution network, freight plars were reviewed by

management committee.

SOLUTION PIIASE

The given case study can be resolved via proposed decision support system. Because, the given sihration

contains both qualitative aürd quantitative factors in decision making procedure and a number of factors are

iniluencing üe given decision. Given case study is iteratively solved via proposed algorithm. The phases of
algorithm are listed as:

Problem Analysis

The detailed analysis of current distribution network is made in this phase, aıd pararneters that can be

used as an input factor to mathemalical model are determined. A[l ofthe information about cost parametels iS

given, so the mathematical model can be formed as a cost minimization problem. what is more, percentage of
customers which requires a national subsidiary warehouse may be calculated by using the information about

markets and customel profiles. For cxample; French market's core customels are deaters with %70 of total
French sales. So, keeping warehouse open in Fraıce would satisfo o%70 of customer profile in France. Huge
hypermarkets and wholesalers do not require any warehouse iı their subsidiaries, so direct dishibution is a
proper alternative for such markets. Another paıameter that can be modeled is the number of employees. The
number of employees before direct shipment aıd after direct shipment is listed in Table-, so it may be

reflected as constraint to mathematical model. After determining quantitative paİametels, values of each

paıameter can be estimated. ]n the given case study, values of each paıameteı are listed in tables.
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Final decision of this phase is determining scope of matheünatical nıodel (which output parameters wjIl be
formed by mathematjcal model). Products unloaded in IDSC may diıectJy ship to customer establishment or
warehouse. This option is called as direct distribution. The mathematical model outputs may give inform ıtion
on direct distribution, number of warehouses, and location of warehouses. The plaıned mathematical nıodel
cannot give any information on transportation mode and cuStoııer-warehouse mapping.

Forming Mathematical Model

The proposed model has an objective of cost minimization. Objective function is a combinaticn of
transportation, inventory holding, staff hire and fire, and warehouse operations cost. Decision varjıbles
depend on keeping each subsidiary warehouse open oI not. lf it takes a value of l, then it mean|j the
warehouse will be kept open, otherwise, warehouse of that subsidiary will be closed and direct shipmenl will
be implemented from IDSC to lelated warehouse. So, decision variables will take 0-1 values. The constraints
can be understood fıom case study easily. Due to the strike risk, at least l5 employees should still work. rvlıat
is ııore, order fill rate and line fill rate for biggest markets are listed in tables. %80 aıd oZ9l values are
accepted as lower bounds for each performaıce palametel. These values are deternıined by calculating
averages of each performance measure. Flexibility in market which is brought by subsidiary warehouse il; one
of the most important factors in supply chain. So, Europeaı market satisfaction is set as a constraint with
lower bound value of %40. It is found out that warehouse rental cost savings is a very important improvement
in cost savings. So, 1,390,000$ is set as a minimum rental cost saving, and reflected in the model rıith a
constraint. The subsidiary warehouses that have been closed by mathematical model will be fed by IDS(], so
under any circumstance, IDSC should be kept open, decision varjable that represent IDSC should take a.zalue
of 1 . Notations that aıe used:

D: Decenteral indices

c: central indices

Xi : 0-1 decision variable (open-closed)

SD, SC : Staffcost

RD, Rc : Rental cost

I9 , Iç : Inventory cost

Op , Oç : Oıder fiIl rate

Lp , Lç : Line filI rate

Pp , P6 : Number ofstaff

M, : Market proportion

W1 : Rate of satisfaction

With the information given above, mathematical model is formulated as

12

Min
i=1

,2

|ıııir:,l,: + ı(R],)lı+(r]D)l]&
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K(o']ilıX, + [(o]c).(1-&) + ı(o]r)sxs + [(o]c)s(ı - x5)+ [(o]D)6Xe + (o]c)t(l - XeX +(o]o)ıı

t(t]ıı)+X. + [(l]c)1(1-X{) + [(L]p)sxs+ [(a]c)s(l - X5)+ {(l]r)sxs + t(l]c)ş(1 -X5}+ İ(r]o)uXıe + \(

M.WX ı + M.(| - ı,y.Xr - x.} + MrWXs + M5(1 - w5X1 - Xr\+ M.w.X. + M.(1- w.Nl - x)+ M:Uv

Xı: I

f rllt*:.;,:i, -4)] z 7,3g2,ooo

ft ,r. r,'

The related mathematical model is solved via LINDo package program. Each country is represented with

an incidence within the model. The related decision vaıiables are alphabetically ordered aıd the ones which

take a value of l caı be listed. TABLE 6 shows whether each warehouse may be kept open or closed.

TABLE 6

outputs of Mathematical Model

Dec. Var. Xı Xz Xı X,ı Xs Xo Xı Xs Xç Xıo Xıı Xız
Country Aus. BeI Dan. Fra. Ger Ita. Nth. Nor. Spn. Swz. Swdn. UK
Value 0 0 0 l 1 0 0 0 0 l

a2

Xi > a mıd inte ger

The ıesults above show that in addition to IDSC (The Netherlands), Italian and English warehouses

should be kept open. The rest of the warehouses are closed and direct distribution from IDSC to each maiket

policy is launched. But, as mentioned above mathematical model may just reflect parametels that can be

İormulated. So, results aıejust representing cost minimization goal and given constraints. This result may not

Ieplesent a compromising solution.

In the nexl phase, altemative space with different aims is widened. The proposed solution is cost oriented

so this may cause real life problems. For example; oZ70 of French sales are made through dealers and each

dealer demaıds an exact Shipment to its individua] warehouse. But, mathematical model closed French

warehouse because ofthe cost aspect. So, IDSC has to send all shipments to individual company warehouse. It

is totally wrong due to the fact of economics of scale (FTL policy, routing problems etc.). In next Step, in

addition to this network altemative, new ones are formed, and decision will be made among altemative Space.

Alternative solutions

Alternative space should contain different types of options Üat reflect both pros aıd cons of the

mathematical model. Due to the fact that mathematical model is based on cost minimization, altematives

based on customer satisfaction, trarısport optimiztion, and hybrid systems are added to Solution space. In
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addition to malhematical model result, direct distribution flom IDSC to each customeı by closing all
subsidiary warehouses, diıect distribution application in predetermined pi]ot countries, decentraiized curü,ent

system with all of warehouses kept open, hybrid distıibution networks are added to altematives space. Hyl]Iid
distribution network altemative takes both cost optimization and customer satisfaction into account.
According to hybıid altemative, IDSC is kept open and distribution from IDSC to countrjes witlıout
warehouse is centralized. As model proposed [,iK warehouse is kept open and French warehouse is considt:red
as a satel]ite warehouse and will serve to neighborhood countries.

\'l uIticriteria Decisions Making

Aftef determining altematives and criterias, technique to be used shoujd be decided. There ale so rr] any
qualitative performance factors that camot be reflected in the mathematical model, so all factors influenı:ing
nelwork design should be integıated in performarıce criterias. Performance criterias should be selected among
pafameters with no correlation. These criteıias afe: meet the need of warehouse, service level (customer

specific requirements, place, timing, package style), full truck load applicabili§, cost reductjon tradeoff, ı:ase

of constructing network (regional problems, Italy example), maıageability öf network, managemen: of
inventory (ABC analysis, visual management, JlT applicability), room for improvement (optimization),
order/Iine fi]l rate. precleafance opportuniry in cusıoms.

The techrıique to be used should be detenı,ıined according to nafure of performance criterias. AHP is one
of the most common multicriteria decision mating technique, but in the given case sfudy, the number of
criterias are not convenient for AFIP. So, weighted ranking method is applied as decision making technilue.
The criteria weights are deteımined by brainstorms within the project gıoup. TABLE 7 feplesents cri:eria
weights of each factor.

TABLE 7

Factor Weights

FactorS Weights
Meet the need of warchouse

service level tl

cost reduction tradeoff 8

FTL applicability 8

Ease of constructing network 6

Manageability of network 7

Preclearance opportunity 6

Manageınent of Inventory 7

Order,/Line fill rate 7

Room for improvement

After determining factors and their weights, score of each alternative on behalf of given peıformaıce
cıiteria is discussed and the summation of weighted products is listed in TABLE 8, üe notation p in table

represents related score whilc ! represent total Score of given altemative. Rating of each alternative is rnade

via dual comparisons. For example; direct shipment and pi|ot application altemative take minimum score in
FTL criterion, because in both situation shipments from IDSC to warehouses are made whenever custı]mer
order occurs. So, number of shipments will increase and FTL capability will decıease. It is easier in h"brid
systems, because satellite warehouses in UK and France would serve as a proper channel and IDSC may send
shipments to most of its markets with full hı.ıck load. Another example may be rhe highest point to Cirect
distribution in respect to inventory management criteria. Proper Visual contlol techniques, JIT applications,
ABC analysis may easily applied when SKUs are located in one center by direct distribution from IDSC.
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TABLE 8

Decisions Table

AITERNATIVES: Cost
Optimum

Direct
Shipment

Hybrid
Altemati

ve

Current
Applicatio

n
(Decentera

l)
Weigh

ts
Factors P , p , p ı P p ş

9

Meet t}ıe need of
warehouse 54 4 36 7 63 9 8l 9 81

8 service level 6 48 5 40 7 56 9
,72

9

8 cost reduction tradeoff 8 61 10 80 7 56 3 24 4 32

5 FTL applicability 9 45 7 35 9 45 8 40 5 25

6
Ease of constructing

network 7 42 5 30 6 36 30 5 30

7
Manageability of

network 5 3 2| 4 28 6 42 6 12

6

preclearance

opportunity 7 42 6 36 7 24 4 24

7

Management of
Inventory 1 9 63 8 56 5 35 5 35

7 Order,iline fill rate 8 56 6 42 8 56 5 35 5 35

6
Room for

improvement 7 8 8 48 6 36 3 18

477 131 486 419 394

TABLE 8 gives information about üe most complomising solution within the altematives space. I{ybrid
Distdbution Network is selected as implementation project. According to this altemative, satellite warehouse
kept open in Frarıce will serve to ]taly, Flance and Spain. It seems geographically feasible to tonsolidate the

warehouse needs of the given maıkets. Malkets wiü high dealer rate (need of warehouse) aıe served by

satellite warehouse, so products will be sent from IDSC to France, after that shipments to each customer will
be made from satellite warehouse. And, ]DSC may implement FTL foı satellite warehouse producls. The main
reason why satellite warehouse is opened in France is the darıger of theft activities in ltaly, what is more it is
more convenient for transport activities. Oüer satellite warehouse in UK will serve to English market. That
would help ]DSC on overseas shipments. Order batching will be applied, and FTL shipments from IDSC to

satellite warehouses will be made fıequently due to üe high demand rate. So, safety iıventory will be kept in
satellite warehouses, and üis would increase service level and help to absorb demand flucfuations. The
remaining markets are served by IDSC by direct distribution. Vo46 of a|| shipments will be made by IDSC via
direct distribution. The German percentag€ is the half of %46, aıd Germany ıvilh Vo15 of its customer with
huge consolidation centers do not require any warehouse in their region. In the last phase, results of given case

study will be explained.

Result Analysis

Satellite warehouses are going to work like IDSC. In the proposed system, üere is no obligation for all of
products unloaded in IDSC. ln oüer words, production facilities may send products directly to satellite
warehouses. This may lead container congestion, but proper plaıning activities would solve this problem.
Each satellite warehouse will work wiü a 3'd par§ ]ogistics providel to distribute products within the market.
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Markets with no warehouse wiil be served directly from IDSC. In these markets, regional mana,]ement
will be responsible for collecting orders from customers and sending them to IDSC. Due to the faJt that,
distribution will be made to the |arge whoJesaleı,s or hypermarkets' rvaıehouses, üere will be no need fır a 3'd
party logistics provider. What is more, centralized inventory in IDSC may be optimized, and analyzed deepIy.

The problems that may be faced up with: rush orders problem, route changing problems, lack c,f staff
ability in IDSC, coordination between partners, integlated computeı System failures, strike risk, hardııess of
constructing networlq management of network, container content vaIiations, and regional obstaclü)s. To
prevent those problems coordination aıd planıing of direct distribution in regional aspect will be made by
subsidiary team (routing, Iegional problems, preclearance, rush orders etc.).

As a result, FIGI'RE 1 and FIGURE 2 show container flow aıd product flow within the European nıarket.
The triangles represent warehouses, and lectangles represent production facilities.

d
ü

FIGL]RE 2

Shipments ftom Waıehouses to Customers around Europe
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FIGURE l

Shipments lrom Production Facilitjes to Warehouses



CONCLUSION
A decision support system algorithm is developed to design a distribution network regarding both

qualitative aıd quantitative factors. The algorithm can be applied to various types of distribution network

design problems, so that may be considered as a generic flow. The model pıoposed a compiomising solution
by considering a number of criterias in respect to distribution network design problem. A very well known

case study published by Harvard Business School is solved by the proposed algorithm. Finally, this model carı

be expanded to more specific performance criterias and moıe convenient multicriteria technique may be

applied.

As a result, this paper describes a generic hierarchical decision support system to distribution network

design problem. The proposed DSS (Decision Support System) takes not only the quantitative but also üe
qualitative factors into account. The DSS firstly constructs cost optimum network by using a mathematical

model, after that; A multiÇriteria decision making technique is applied to find the most desired network
according to qualitative factors. The proposed DSS is applied to a well-known case study: "Polaroid:

European Distribution System", after that the efficiency ofthe procedure and future studies are discussed.
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